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Course of Islamic Study for Soldiers and Members
The literacy phase:
1. Teaching reading and writing
2. Qur’an memorization from Surahs al-Dahi to al-Nas
3. Memorization of event memorials from the book, "The Strength
of the Muslim"
4. Teaching the method of praying as the Prophet did
5. Teaching the meaning of the world "monotheism": "There is no
god but God, and Muhammad is His prophet".
6. Teaching the understanding of virtue
7. Teaching and memorizing the text of "The Ten Violations
Against Islam"
Phase One:
1. The Qur’an: The 'Amm section, including memorization,
explaining, and perfecting the recitation; the book, "The Key to
Perfecting Recitation"
2. The Hadith: The text "Compendium of Sciences and Judgment by
((Bin Rajb)); memorization and meaning
3. Doctrine: The three fundamentals; the obligatory duties
4. Islamic Jurisprudence: The illumination in the text of "The
Purpose and Becoming Closer to God"
5. Jihad: The Ethics of the Mujahid; The 100th Surah read aloud;
the abridged "Suhayl al-Jayyad"
6. The life of the Prophet: Lectures from all sections prior to
"al-Ba'thah" from the book "Garden of Lights"
7. Renouncing worldly things and Islamic legal ethics: Lectures
from the book "The Gardens of Good Men"

8. Arabic Language: Part one of the book "Arabic for Non-Arabic
Speakers"
Phase Two:
1. The Qur’an: The Tabarak section, including memorization,
explanation, and recitation; Recitation of part one of the book
"The Gifts of the Beneficiary"
2. The Hadith: Judgments and the section of Acts of Worship
3. Doctrine: The two messages in al-Muwalah: An explanation of
the violations against Islam by Shaykh Sulayman Nasir al(('Ulwan)); the text of the book, "Monotheism"; a message on
giving authority to situational laws
4. Islamic Jurisprudence: Jurisprudence lessons from the book,
"Judgment and the Worship Section"
5. Jihad: Learning the first half of the book, "Mashara' alAshwar"
6. The life of the Prophet: Lectures from sections "al-Ba'thah"
to "al-Hijrah" from the book, "Garden of Lights"
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7. Renouncing worldly things and Islamic legal ethics: Lectures
form the book "The Gardens of Good Men"
8. Arabic Language: Part two of the book, "Arabic for Non-Arabic
Speakers"
Phase Three:
1. The Qur’an: The Qad Sam'a section, including memorization,
explaining, and perfecting the recitation. Recitation of part
two of the book, "The Gifts of the Beneficiary"
2. The Hadith: The "Transactions" section of Judgments
3. Doctrine: The book, "Salam al-Wusul," by Shaykh al-Hafiz al((Hakmi))
4. Islamic Jurisprudence: Jurisprudence lessons from the
"Transactions" section of Judgments

5. Jihad: Learning the second half of the book "Mashara' alAshwar"
6. The life of the Prophet: Lectures from "The Prophet's Raids"
from the book, "Garden of Lights"
7. Renouncing worldly things and Islamic legal ethics: Lectures
from the book, "The Gardens of Good Men"
8. Lectures: Added to studies
9. Arabic Language: Part three of the book, "Arabic for NonArabic Speakers"
10. Contemporary Books: Selected talks on the wisdom of seeking
assistance from Infidels, by Shaykh Hamud ((Bin 'Aqla'))
11. Fundaments of Jurisprudence: The text, "The al-Juwayni
Papers"
Lectures to be given in all phases:
1. Guidance for the path, 1-2-3, by Shaykh Usama Bin Ladin
2. Books by contemporary commanders of Jihad, including: Abu
Mus'ab al-Zarqawi, Shaykh ((Abu Yahya)) al-Libi, Shaykh Ayman
al-((Zawahiri)), ((Abu Mus'ab)) al-Suri, etc.
3. The Lost Beacon and the Front of Historic Transformation, by
Shaykh 'Abdallah 'Azzam
4. The Crusader Wars:
- Worldwide Jihad
- Jihad in the Horn of Africa
- The rise and fall of Andalusia
5. Jerusalem and the Palestinian issue
6. Guideposts in faith and doctrine
7. The modern history of Jihad in the Horn of Africa
8. A brief word on raising children
9. Lectures on difference: al-Marji'ah (TN1) and Heretics

(TN1: Al-Marji'ah is an Islamic principle that holds that no
Muslim can judge who is a true Muslim.)

- Date of your arrival in the land of Jihad:....................
- How long do you plan to stay in the (jihadi) theater?.........
Education Level:
Primary.......Elementary.......Secondary......College...........
When did Almighty Allah bless you with this gift?...............
How much of the holy Qur’an have you memorized? Did you study
Shari’a? Who was your instructor?...............................
Which shaykhs do you listen to or read often?...................
Which shaykhs or Muslim dignitaries do you know?................
Have you invented or researched anything in any domain?.........
Any hobbies or pastimes?........................................
What other languages do you speak and at what level?.
Language:.......Read:..........Write:...........Speak:..........
What is your fluency in these foreign language(s:)?
Poor...............Good.............Excellent...................
List the countries to which you have traveled and the purpose of
the trip(s):....................................................
Do you know anyone who travels to Western countries?............
What is your favorite material: science or
literature?:....................................................
List the experience or expertise that you have in any
area:...........................................................
Do you know any workers or experts in chemistry, communications,
or any other field?.............................................
Do any of your family or friends work with the government? If
so, would he/she be willing to cooperate with or help
us?.............................................................
How many trips have you taken to Pakistan and for what
reason(s)?......................................................

(Fully Translated)
(TN: Each page has a watermark that reads as follows, “The
Security Committee – al-Qa’ida Organization” “O ye people of
faith, be vigilant.”)
In the name of Allah the compassionate and merciful
Important remarks before you fill in the application:
1. Please answer the required information accurately and
truthfully.
2. Please write clearly and legibly.
3. If you do not speak Arabic, please answer in the language you
know.
4. Please refrain from sharing the information you provide on
the application with each other because it is a trust to
Almighty Allah.
5. You should know that the review of this application form is
limited to the concerned individuals only.
6. If you would like to discuss any further issue, please tell
your direct brother supervisor.
(TN: The following is a blank form:)
Personal Information:
-

Name:
Today’s Date (Hijri):..........Today’s Date (A.D.): ..........
Nickname/Alias:
First Name:
Father’s Name:
Grandfather’s Name:
Family Name:
Father’s Occupation:
Number of Family Members:
Age:
Marital status:
Country:
Profession:
Address:........Country:.......City:.........Street:..........

Were you previously been affiliated to any group(s)?
................................................................
Are you currently a member in a group?..........................
Have you been ever convicted by any court? When, and who
convicted you? What was the offense?............................
Have you ever been in jail or prison?...........................
List your previous occupations:.................................
Have you received military training?............................
Have you ever joined the Afghanistan theater? If so, what year
and which group?................................................
Are any of your relatives or friends in the jihad theater?
................................................................
List the types of passports you possess. Did you use a real or
forged passport for your current travel?........................
Provide details on how you arrived here:........................
Did you encounter any difficulties on the road to this place?
................................................................
Do you wish to execute a suicide operation?.....................
What objectives would you would like to accomplish on your jihad
path?...........................................................
What ideas and views do you, your family, and your other
acquaintances have about jihad in Allah’s sake here?............
Family members:..............Other acquaintances:...............
Do you have any chronic or hereditary disease(s)?...............
Who should we contact in case you became a martyr?..............
- Address:......................................................
- Phone numbers:................................................
Praise Allah, Lord of all worlds

